
Arabesque
Planter

Design Anna von Schewen

This stylish planter is actually a robust design made to complement contemporary architecture and landscaped

gardens. The surface is characterised by angled geometric shapes that resemble the intricate profiles found in

ornamental tile works. The planter’s substantial size is big enough to grow shrubs and small trees, making it possible

to bring plant life to areas covered in concrete. Made from sand-cast aluminium, the planter is lightweight and easy

to place.

CERTIFICATION
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Dimensions and weight Height: 63 cm

Ø: 70 cm

Vikt: 55 kg

Product numbers and
combinations

Ö14-50  Arabeque planter

Ö14-50BT10  Mona water tank for planter Arabesque, volume 10 liters

Append to product number

METAL SURFACE FINISH

G for RAL 1063 golden brown.

S for dark anthracite Noir 2200 Sablé.

If you do not enter a letter after the article number, you will receive a plant ring

container in unpainted aluminium.

C for any color other than standard, starting cost is added.

Standard colours RAL 1036

Noir 2200 Sablé

Materials and surface
treatments

Recycled sand cast aluminium

Aluminium recycled from scrap, hand cast in sand moulds. The energy

consumption when producing recycled aluminium is about 5% of that used when

producing virgin aluminium.

Powder coating

Powder coating is a coating that is applied as a free-flowing, dry powder. Unlike

conventional liquid paint, powder coating is usually applied electrostatically and

then cured under heat or with ultraviolet light. The result is an even, hard-wearing

coloured surface with the desired gloss level.

Assembly and placement Freestanding

Freestanding product that is placed directly on the ground.

Maintenance Sand cast aluminium

Maintenance on aluminium is not normally needed, but make sure to wash and

keep the material clean. Untreated aluminium develops a matte surface over

time.

Powder coated Aluminium

Products that are powder-coated can be touch-up painted with alkyd paint if

necessary.

Read more in our general maintenance advice at nola.se/en/care-and-
maintenance

Versions Available in aluminium or in a golden color alternatively painted in black.

Character
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A stylish planter with a surface characterised by angled geometric shapes. The

planter’s substantial size is big enough to grow shrubs and small trees.

Designers

Anna von Schewen
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